At a major company in a high-risk industry, 3 work sites were measured and compared. **One of the sites used AlertMeter®.**

The site using AlertMeter® recorded **53% fewer incidents** than the other two sites.

The site using AlertMeter® recorded a **3% better Power Factor** (electricity usage efficiency) than the other two sites.

When new middle management came on and were not debriefed on the AlertMeter® system, they did not understand its value and discarded using it. **However, most employees who were using AlertMeter® before the new managers came on continued to use it and thought it was valuable, even though they were no longer being compelled to use it.** Now, new manager orientation includes introduction to AlertMeter®.

**Findings**

- Lack of training is a known contributor to safety risk. This situation demonstrates how lack of training translates downstream to ignored safety processes.
- Employees recognize AlertMeter® as valuable regardless of their supervisors’ change of attitude.
- Using AlertMeter® reduces safety incidents.
Click here to schedule a demo!